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Abstract 
A total dominating function (TDF) of a graph G = (V, E) is a function f :  V~ [0, 1] such that 
for each v~ V, ~u~Ntv)f(u)>~ 1, where N(v) denotes the set of neighbours of v. Although convex 
combinations of TDFs are also TDFs, convex combinations of minimal TDFs (MTDFs) are 
not necessarily minimal. An MTDF whose convex combinations with any other MTDF are 
minimal is called a universal MTDF. In this paper we characterise universal MTDFs for trees. 
1. Introduction 
The open neighbourhood N(v) of the vertex v of a graph G=(V,E) is defined by 
N(v) = {uE V[ uveE} and the closed neighbourhood N [v] of v by N Iv] = N(v)u {v}. 
A total dominating function (TDF) of G is a function f :  V--*[0,1] such that 
j'[v] =~,ENtv)f(u)~> 1 for each v~ V. If N (v )=0 for some ve V, then G does not have 
a TDF .  Thus, we assume henceforth that G has no isolated vertices. 
A TDF  f is minimal (i.e. is an MTDF)  if no function g defined on V with g <f  is 
a TDF.  A total dominating set (TDS) of G is a subset D of V such that each v ~ V is 
adjacent o a vertex of D. For  A, B ~ V, we say that A totally dominates B and write 
A--*B, if N(v)n A ~ 0 for each v e B. Note that the integer valued (minimal) TDFs  are 
characterist ic functions of (minimal) TDSs of G. 
It is easily shown that convex combinat ions of TDFs  are TDFs ,  but that convex 
combinat ions of MTDFs  are not necessarily MTDFs .  This observat ion led to the 
definition in [1] of a universal MTDF as an MTDF g such that the convex combina-  
tion h )=2g+(1-2) f ,  where 2~(0,1), of g and any MTDF f is also an MTDF.  
Universal MTDFs  of graphs in general and trees in part icular were studied in [ l ,  2], 
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respectively, and both these papers were based on the thesis [4]. Further, it was shown 
in [3] that any tree which has a universal MTDF has one which only takes 0-1 values. 
A subfamily of trees called Yu trees was defined in [2] and a characterisation f 
MTDFs which are universal MTDFs of Yu trees was obtained. In this sequal to [2] 
we prove a characterisation f universal MTDFs of trees in general. 
2. Preliminary results 
For the sake of completeness, we begin by restating results from [1,2] needed in this 
paper. Proofs are omitted and can be found in the original papers. For the TDFfwe 
define the boundary B: of f  by B:={v[ f [v ]= l}  and the positive set P: of f by 
P:={v[f(v)>O}. 
Theorem I (Cockayne t al. [1]). The TDFf is  minimal i f fB:~P: .  
Theorem 2 (Cockayne et al. [1]). Let fg  be MTDFs and h~=2f+(1-2)g, where 
2e(0, 1). Then h~ is an MTDF iff BfnBg--*P:wP o. 
{Theorem 2 shows that the minimality of h~ is independent of 2, that is, either all 
convex combinations o f f  and g are minimal, or none are.) 
Now define 
Co(G)={ve V[f(v)=O for any MTDFfo f  G}, 
CI(G)= {re V]f(v)= 1 for any MYDFfo f  G}, 
L={veV[d(v )= l} ,  
R= {ve Vl veN(u) for some ueL},  
S={v~ V-L [v~N(r )  for some rER}. 
The vertices in L, R and S are called leaves, remote vertices and short vertices, 
respectively. Further, a vertex v is called f-hot, where f is an MTDF of G, if 
B: c7 N(v)c_ S and a vertex is called hot if it is f-hot for some MTDFf  Hot vertices of 
trees are characterised as follows. 
Theorem 3 (Cockayne t al. [2]). A vertex v of a tree T is hot ifffor each u~N(v) -S  
there are at least two vertices x~N(u)-{v} such that N(x) -{u} ~ S. 
Characterisations of Co(G) and C1 (G) in terms of MTDSs of G were given in [1]. 
Proposition 4 (Cockayne t al. [1]). For any graph G and vertex v, 
(a) v6Co(G) iff v is in no MTDS of G, 
(b) v6CI(G) iff v is in every MTDS of G iff vER. 
The following result is a direct corollary of the fact that C1 (G)= R. 
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Proposition 5 (Cockayne t al. [1]). For any graph G and any MTDF f of G, L ~_B:. 
For a tree 7", the vertices of Co(T) and the remote vertices which are in the 
boundaries of all MTDFs of T are characterised as follows. 
Proposition 6 (Cockayne t al. [2] and Stacey [3]). Let T be a tree. Then 
(a) veCo(T) iff N(v)~_S, 
(b) for r ~ R, r ~ B¢ for each M TDF f of T i f f  there is at most one vertex t ~ N (r) such 
that N(t ) -{r} 7~ S. 
Finally, we need two further results on hot vertices. 
Proposition 7 (Cockayne t al. [-1]). Let G be any graph. 
(a) I f  v is f-hot for some MTDF f of G, then f(v)=O. 
(b) If g is a universal MTDF of G, then g(v)=O for each hot vertex v of G. 
3. The core of a graph 
The core cor(G) of a graph G is defined to be the set of all vertices which are in the 
boundary of every MTDF of G. By Proposition 5, L _c cor(G) for each graph G. For 
a tree T, the remote vertices which are in the core of T are characterised in 
Proposition 6(b). Since the core of a tree Tplays an important role in the characterisa- 
tion of universal MTDFs of T, we now give a simple characterisation of cor(T) in 
terms of the short vertices (which are easy to identify) of T. We use the following 
notation. Let T be a rooted tree with veV(T). For each positive integer k, Ok(V) 
denotes the set of descendants ofv at distance k from v, while D(v) denotes the set of all 
descendants of v. Further, Tv denotes the subtree of T induced by {v} wD(v) and F~ 
denotes the subforest of T induced by D(v). 
Theorem 8. A vertex t of a tree T is in the core of Ti f f  T can be rooted in such a way 
that DE(t ) _~ S. 
Proof. Let t~ V(T) and suppose T is rooted such that Dz(t) ~ S. Suppose firstly that 
D2(t)=0. If Dl(t)=0, then t is a leaf and thus t~cor(T) by Proposition 5. If 
O¢Dl(t) ~_ L, then t is remote and the result follows from Proposition 6(b). Hence, 
suppose 0:~D2(t ) _~ S and suppose, to the contrary, that tq~B h for some MTDF h. 
(Note that t is not a leaf by Proposition 5.) Then h(t*)>0 for at least one t*~Dl(t) 
where t* is not a leaf, for otherwise N(t*)= {t} ~ Bh, a contradiction since Bh-~ Ph. 
Consequently, O:~Dx(t*)~_DE(t)~S. Hence, for each t'~Dl(t*) there exists 
an r~RcTD~(t') - -  note that t*q~R since Dx(t*)~_S and tq~L. But now 
h[t'] >~h(r)+h(t*)>h(r)= 1 by Proposition 4(b) and so Bh~{t*} c_ Ph, a contradic- 
tion. This proves that t~cor(T). 
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Conversely, suppose Tcannot be rooted such that D2(t ) _~ S. Root Tat  t. Then there 
exist distinct vertices u, w E N(t) such that for some u'~ D I (u), w'~ D 1 (w), { u', w'} c~ S = 13. 
By Proposition 6(a), u ¢Co(Tu) and we Co(Tw). Letf~ (fw respectively) be the charac- 
teristic function of an MTDS of Tu (Tw) which contains u (w) - -  the existence of such 
MTDSs is guaranteed by Proposition 4(a). We emphasise that f,(u)=fw(w)= 1. Fur- 
ther, for each xeN(t) -{u,w},  letfx be any MTDF of Tx. Define f :  V(T)~[0,  1] by 
0 if v=t ,  
f (v )= fx(V) if v~ V(Tx) for x~N(t). 
Clearly, f i s  an MTDF of Twith tCB I. [] 
4. The eharaeterisation 
For any graph G=(V,E), define W={veVtfor  each ueN(v) there is a vertex 
teN(u)-{v} such that tecor(G)}. We now state the characterisation of universal 
MTDFs of trees. This is followed by a short discussion of one of the conditions. The 
proof is given in the next section. 
Theorem 9. Let T be a tree and # an MTDF ofT. Then g is a universal MTDF of Tiff 
(i) V- (SuW)~_Bg and 
(ii) g(v)=O for each hot vertex v of T. 
Note that if v E W, then every vertex adjacent o v is also totally dominated by 
a vertex tE cor(T) with t :~ v. This suggests that there is no reason to require that v e Bg 
for g to be a universal, since BinBg---,N(v ) for any MTDFs fand  g. Further, if yeS, 
then v is adjacent to at least one remote vertex and since R = Cx (T) (Proposition 4(b)), 
if v is adjacent o two or more remote vertices, then vCB I for any MTDFf .  Thus, it 
seems prudent not to require that short vertices be in the boundary of a universal 
MTDF.  (We ignore the case where v is adjacent o precisely one remote vertex for the 
moment.) Also, for g to be a universal, BI c~ Bg should totally dominate PI u Pg for any 
MTDF f (Theorem2), hence Bg~V-Co(T) .  But if veV--Co(T), then by 
Proposition 6(a), there exists a vertex usN(v) -S .  Thus, v is totally dominated by 
a vertex not in S - -  another indication that short vertices need not be in Bg. 
5. Proof of the characterisation 
By Proposition 7(b), condition (ii) is necessary for g to be a universal MTDF of T. 
We prove that (i) is also necessary. 
Theorem 10. I f  T is a tree and # is a universal MTDF of T, then V- (Su  W) ~_ B o. 
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Proof. Let veV-- (SwW) and root T at v. Since e,q~S, v~L or N(v)~R=O per 
definition of S. If v E L, then v ~ B o by Proposition 5 and we are done; hence we assume 
that v¢L. Since v~ W, there exists a vertex uEN(v) such that Dl(u)~cor(T)=O, i.e. 
such that Dz(y ) ~ S, for each yEDl(u) (by Theorem 8). We consider two cases. 
Case 1: u¢S. Then for each ycDa(u), yCR, i.e. D~(y)~L=0.  We claim that T', the 
subforest of T induced by V'= V-(N(v)w N(u)), has no isolated vertices. Certainly, if 
Xff V '~D2(u) ,  then xeDi(y) where yeDx(u), and Dl(y)c~L=O implies that x is not 
isolated in T'. If xe V'c~D2(v), then x is not isolated in T' since N(v)~R=O implies 
that D2(v)c~L=O. If x~V' - - (Dz(U)wDz(v) )  , then x is a descendant of some other 
vertex of T' and hence not isolated in T', whence our claim is proved. Now for each 
y~Dl(u) there exists a y'eDz(y)-S. Let {y*}=N(y)~N(y'). By Proposition 6(a) 
(applied to the component of T' containing y*), if y*~C0(T'), then y' is a short vertex 
of T'. Since y' is not a short vertex of T, this is only possible if y* is a remote vertex of 
T', contradicting Proposition 4(b). Thus y*¢Co(T'). Also, for distinct vertices 
x, y ~ D l(u) the subforests Fx and F r of T' consist of distinct components of T' and are 
disjoint. Thus, there exists an MTDF f '  of T' such that for each yeDl(u),f'(y*t>O. 
Define/': V~[O, 1] by 
f ' (a)  if ae V', 
f (a )=l~ ififae(N(v)~N(u))--{u'V}'ae{u,v}. 
Then, for aeV', f[a]=f'[a]>~l since f '  is an MTDF of T'. For a~Dl(u), 
f[a] >~f [u] +f(a*) > 1. Further, for a ~ U(v)- {u} - {u}, f [a] . . . ,  f [a] ~>f Iv] = 1 and 
finally f lu ]  =f ly ]  = 1. Hencef is  a TDF. Suppose aeP:. If as  V', then aePf, which is 
totally dominated by B:, _ By. I fa¢  V', then aE{u,v} and each of these vertices is in/3: 
and totally dominates the other. Hencef i s  an MTDF. Note that B:~DI(u)=O. But 
9 is universal, thus by Theorem 2, 13: ~ B o ~ {u} e Py w P0 and it follows that v ~ B: ~ B~, 
i.e. v ~ B 9 as required. 
Case 2: u~S. We may assume that for each x6N(v)-S,  Dl(x)c~cor(T)#O, for 
otherwise we can consider x instead of u and case 1 applies. In particular, N(v)c~ L = O. 
Further, if x ~ N(v)-- S then D2 (x) c~ L = t3 and D 1 (x) c~ L = 0 since v ¢ S; hence the above 
assumption and Theorem 8 imply that for each x~N(v)--S there exists an 
x*~Dl(x ) such that 0:f iD2(x* ) ~ S. Let N(v)={u} wXwZ,  where X=N(v) -S  and 
Z=(N(v)~S)-{u}.  Further, let Dl(u)=R(u)uQ, where R(u)=DI(u)~R and 
Q =Dl(u)-R. Note that uES and N(v)~ L=0 imply that R(u)~13. We now prove four 
lemmas. 
Lemma 10.1. For each x6X there is an MTDF f~ of Tx such that fx(x)=O, fx(x*)= 1, 
f~(a)=O for each a~Dl(x)--{x*} and {x,x*} _~ BA. 
Proof. Since Dl(x)c~L=O, Ta is nontrivial for each a~Dl(x) and since x¢S, a is not 
a remote vertex of 7",. By Proposition 4(b) there exists an MTDS of Ta not containing 
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a and thus there exists an MTDF f.  of Ta with f ,(a)=0. Further, since D2(x* ) _~ S, 
D2(x*)c~L=O so that Dl(x*)c~R=O. Therefore, for each teDE(X* ) there exists an 
r 6 D 1 (t) n R. Consider any MTDF ft of Tt (note that ft(r) = 1 by Proposition 4(b)) and 
definef~:V(Tx)-* [0, 1] as follows: 
f 
0 
1 
L(b)= f~(b) 
1/n 
L(b) 
if b = x, 
if b = x*, 
We show that fx is a 
if beV(Ta) for aeDl(x)--{x*}, 
if beDl(X*), where n=lDl(x*)l, 
if be V(Tt) for teD2(x*). 
TDF of T~. Firstly, 
= 1 + y, L(a) 
aeDl(x)-- {x*} 
:1 ,  
by definition offa. Also, 
fx[x*]=f~(x)+ ~, f~(b) 
beDl(x*) 
=O+n(1/n) 
~1.  
If be V(T.) for aeDi(x)-- {x*}, then 
f~ [b] =f,, [b] ~> 1. 
If beDj(x*), then 
f~[b] >~fx(x*) = 1. 
Finally, for be V(Tt) where teD2(x*), 
L[b] ~>f, [b] >t 1. 
Hencefx is a TDF. To prove minimality, suppose beP:x. If b=x*, then b is totally 
dominated by xeB:. If be V(T.) for aeDl(x)-{x*}, then beP:o which is totally 
dominated by B:o ~_ B:x (since f~(x)=0). If beDl(x*), then b is totally dominated by 
x*eB:x. For beV(TO where teD2(x*), if bCDl(t) or if t¢B:,, then b is totally 
fxEx] =L(x*)+ ~ L(a) 
aeD1 (x) -- {x*} 
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dominated by B:~-{t} ~_ B:.  (This also holds for b=t.) Now suppose b~Dl(t) and 
b is totally dominated by t6B:.  Let r~D~(t)c~Rv~O. Then 
1 =f~[t] =f,[r] + y Air') 
r'~D~(t)- ',r} 
= 1 + ~ f~(r') 
r' + Dl(t) -- {r} 
by Proposition 4(b). Thus, ft(r ' )=0 for each r'sDl(t)-{r} so that b=r. But then b is 
also totally dominated by :eN(r)c~L, with :~Br, by Proposition 5. Thus b is totally 
dominated by B:x. It now follows that f~ is an MTDF and it is obvious thatJ~, satisfies 
the conditions of the lemma. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.1. 
Lemma 10.2. For each z~Z there is an MTDF./'~ of T~ such that f~(z)=O. 
Proof. Since yeS it follows that z¢R, thus z is also not a remote vertex of Tz. Also, 
since z~S, z is not a leaf of T so that T~ is a nontrivial tree. The lemma now follows 
directly from Proposition 4(b) (by choosingf~ to be the characteristic function of an 
MTDS of T~ not containing z). 
Lemma 10.3. For each y6R(u) there exists an MTDF fy of Ty such that fy(y)= 1 and 
such that any vertex in P:y is totally dominated by a vertex in B:y-{ y }. 
Proof. If y is not in the boundary of all MTDFs of Tr., letfy be any MTDF of Ty with 
yqkB:y. Note that y~R and u is not a leaf of T; hence y is a remote vertex of Ty so that 
fy(y) = 1 by Proposition 4(b) and we are done. I fy is in the boundary of all MTDFs of 
Ty, then by Proposition 6(b) there exists at most one vertex y*~DI(y) such that 
D I(y*) ~ S. Since D 2 (y) ~ S (by the choice of u), there exists exactly one such vertex y*. 
By Proposition 6(a), y*¢ C0(Ty). Hence by Proposition 4(a) there exists an MTDS of 
Ty containing y*; let f '  be the characteristic function of such an MTDS. Thus 
f ' (y*)=l and since y is remote in Ty, f ' (y )= l .  By assumption y~B I, and thus 
f'(y') = 0 for all y'E O x(y)- { y* }. Thus if y* is totally dominated by B: , -  (y}, we are 
done and f '  is the desired MTDF fy. Hence suppose y* is not so dominated. In 
particular, there exists a vertex z~ DI(y*)-(S • B f,). If follows that f ' ( t )> 0 for at least 
one t 6 D1 (z), where obviously t¢ L (since B:,--, P y,). We consider two subcases. 
Subcase 1: z6R. Thenf ' (z )= 1. Let M = Uk~>2 D~(z) and note that since tq~L, M 50 
and since zq~S, D2(z)~L=O so that the subforest G of T induced by M contains no 
isolates. Let h be any MTDF of G and definefy: V(Ty)~[-0, 13 by 
I:iat ifo M 
fy(a) = if a6Dl(z), 
[ f (a) otherwise. 
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Clearly, fr is a TDF of Ty. It is easy to see that 
Bh u(D , (z)c~ L)u {z} w(B :,-- O(z) ~_ B:y 
and it follows that B/~P:~, where fy is an MTDF. In particular, y* is totally 
dominated by z e 13:. 
Subcase 2: z¢R. Then Dl(z)c~L=O so that for each teDl(z), T t is nontrivial. 
Moreover, since z¢S, t is not a remote vertex of Tt and thus there exists an MTDF ht 
of Tt such that h,(t)=0 (by Proposition 4(b)). Now definefy : V(Ty)~[0, 1] by 
I h,(a) if aeV(Tt) for some teDx(z), 
fr(a)= 0 if a=z, 
f'(a) otherwise. 
Then fr[Y*] ~>fy(Y)= 1, fr[z] =fy(y*)=f'(y*)= 1, fr[a] =h,[a] for ae V(Tt) where 
t e D 1 (z) and fr [a] =f '  [a] otherwise; hence fr is an MTDF of T r. Furthermore, z e B:~ 
totally dominates y* and no other vertices in P:~ are totally dominated by y; therefore 
fr satisfies all requirements. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.3. 
Lemma 10.4. For each qeQ there xists an MTDF fq of Fq (the subforest of T induced 
by the descendants of q) such that f~(q*)> 0for at least one q* e D1 (q). 
Proof. Let q e Q. By definition, D1 (q)c~ L = 0 so that Fq has no isolates. Since D2(q) g S 
for q e D 1 (u), there exists a q'e D2 (q)- S. Let { q* } = N (q) c~ N (q'). By Proposition 6(a), 
q*¢ Co(F~) and hence an MTDF f~ with the required property exists. 
Now we continue with the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 10. Define f:  V~[0, 1] as 
follows: 
0 if 
1 if 
fx(b) if 
f(b)= f~(b) if 
fy(b) if 
fq(b) if 
where for each ce{x,z,y,q}, the function f~ is the MTDF guaranteed by 
Lemmas 10.1-10.4. By Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2, f[v] =f(u)= 1 and by Lemma 10.3, 
flu] = IR(u)l. But since ueS and vCR because N(v)c~L=O (by assumption), IR(u)l/> 1 
so that f  [u]/> 1. Further, for each q e Q,f [q] >~f(u)+f~(q*)> 1, where q* is the child of 
q described in Lemma 10.4. For each yeR(u),f[y] =f(u)+fy[y] i>2. If be V(Tc) for 
ceXwZ, thenf[b] =fc [b]/> 1. Finally, if beD(c) for ceQwR(u), thenf  [b] =f~ [b] >/1. 
This proves that f is a TDF. To prove minimality, suppose beP:. If b=u, then 
{v}~{b} and veB:. If be V(Tr) for yeR(u), then by Lemma 10.3 and the definition of 
f, B: ~_ B:y-{y)~{b}. If beD(c) for ceXwZwQ, then 13: ~_ B::-+{b}. Thereforefis 
an MTDF. The above analysis also shows that B:c~Dl(u)=O. Since g is a universal 
b~{v}uQ, 
b=u, 
b~ V(T.) for x~X, 
bE V(T~) for zeZ, 
be V(Ty) for y~R(u), 
b ~ V(Fq) for q ~ Q, 
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MTDF,  Theorem 2 implies that Bsc~Bs--,{u } ~_ PzwPo and it follows that t, eB~ as 
required. F] 
We now prove the sufficiency of conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 9 note that this 
holds for all graphs, thus improving Theorem 18 of [1]. 
Theorem 11. Let G be any graph, f ig  is an MTDF of G such that 
(i) V - (S  u W) ___ B o and 
(ii) g(v)=O for each hot vertex v of G, 
then g is a universal MTDF of G. 
Proof. Let g satisfy (i) and (ii) above. Consider any MTDFf  of G and v ~ Pz w P~. By 
Theorem 2, to show that g is a universal we must show that Bzc~Bg--,{v~. 
We claim that v is not f-hot, for o therwise f (v )=0 by Proposit ion 7(a) and g(t ' )=0 
by hypothesis, contradicting v~PiwP ~. Since r is not f-hot, there exists a vertex 
w s By ~ N(v) such that w ¢ S. If w ¢ W, then w ~ V- (S  u W) _ Bg (by hypothesis) so that 
w~(Bcc~Bg)~N(v), which means that Bi~Bq--,{t~ .Hence suppose we W. For each 
usN(w) there exists a vertex ye(N(u)-{w})c~cor(G). In particular, since t,~N(w), 
there exists a vertex y~(N(v) -{w})~cor (G) .  Therefore, v~Bj-c~ Bg~ N(v) and thus 
BI~Bg- ,{v ~ as required, so that g is a universal MTDF.  ~ 
Theorem 9 now follows directly from Proposit ion 7(b) and Theorems 10 and 11. 
In the remarks following the statement of Theorem 9 we explained how condition 
(i) of this theorem was obtained. From the characterisation it is clear that the vertices 
in Su  Wdo not have to be in Bg for the MTDF g to be a universal MTDF of a tree T. 
Since B o---, V- -Co(T)  for such a g, any vertex u ¢ Co(T) is adjacent o a vertex in Bo. In 
particular, any vertex u ¢ Co (T) adjacent o v ~ S u W is also totally dominated by Bg. I f 
v~ W, it is obvious from the definition of W how this is accomplished. We now show 
how N(v) is totally dominated by Bg if v ~ S--  W and g is a universal MTDF of the tree T. 
Let v~S-W with rEN(v)nR and define U= ~tu~N(v)l(N(u)--{v})~cor(T)=Ol. 
U#0 since yeW. If vecor(T)  (which is only possible if N(v)c~R={r}), then U is 
totally dominated by cor(T)_~ Bg. If v¢cor(T),  thenf(u)>O for at least one MTDF 
land  at least one vertex u ~ N(v) -{r ) .  If u ¢ U then B 0 _~ cor(T)--* {u}, hence suppose 
u e U. Since u ¢ Co(T), N (u) ~ S so that there exists a vertex w ~ N (u) - S and w # ~ e S. 
But then ueN(w) and (N(u)-{w})c~cor(T)=O. Therefore w¢SwW and by 
Theorem 9, w ~ B o. 
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